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Six steps to an elegant exit from any car– 
ensuring a stylish entrance to any occasion, anywhere
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STEP ONE

Move arm to driver’s seat to support body. 

Style tip: Take a moment to compose yourself
and give a confident glance to the awaiting
crowds.

STEP TWO

Move outer leg to rest on edge of car. 

Style tip: Imagine your knees are temporarily
super-glued together!

STEP THREE

Lower outer leg to meet floor.  Use frame of
car to lift body slightly from seat to ensure
skirts do not become twisted.  

Style tip: If you’re wearing a low cut top, pretend
to brush hair out of your face to cover cleavage.

STEP FOUR

Twist body towards car door, using car frame
as support.  Slowly move hand to car door to
get full leverage from the car to lift body out.

Style tip: Slow but fluid movements are the
key to this step!

STEP FIVE

Pull body out of car using both hands as
support.  

Style tip: If you’re wearing a skirt/dress with a
split, lean yourself forward slightly so the dress
falls together and doesn’t expose too much leg.

STEP SIX

Turn body round and place outer
foot forward to pose for
photographers.

Style tip: Pout away for the
paparazzi!

To celebrate its long history of transporting the world’s elite to the
most glamorous of occasions, Jaguar have researched the best 
way to step out of a car, to allow anyone to make an elegant 
entrance to any occasion, from your first date, through to 
your wedding day.



CONTACT  DETA ILS :
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at The RED Consultancy 
on 020 7465 6400 / 
isobel.archer@redconsultancy.com

This set of illustrations features JILL,
demonstrating Jaguar’s six steps to 
style which she helped to research.  
JILL, relative of JACK, is a feature of
Jaguar's pioneering design technology 
that simulates every aspect of the 
‘in car experience’ to ensure the 
ultimate ergonomic interior.


